TFO/EDULULU NETIQUETTE
EduLulu allows you to comment on its assessment and notation of each educational app evaluated
at WWW.EDULULU.ORG. Your use of EduLulu is subject to Terms of use, of which these TFO
“Rules of Netiquette” are an integral part:
1.

TFO reserves the right, without obligation to do so, to monitor and moderate comments published
on the website. Any post contravening the Rules of Netiquette risks not being published on the
website or being removed from the website.

2.

Although TFO/EduLulu appreciates your contributions, it reserves the right to refrain from
publishing them, at its sole discretion.

3.

TFO is under no obligation to remove comments you post on comment pages, even if you request
it. TFO reserves the right to archive such messages, which could be indexed by Internet search
engines. We invite you to thoroughly think your comments through, as well as the possible
consequences of their publication.

4.

TFO reserves the right to approve all user names and aliases. TFO reserves the right, amongst
others, to delete comment(s) from any participant whose alias is in bad taste or made up entirely
or mostly of symbols other than letters and numbers.

5.

Misrepresentation of identity and use of multiple aliases will not be tolerated.

6.

Racist, hateful, xenophobic, or sexist comments, or those denigrating ethnic origin, sexual
orientation, or religious affiliation will not be tolerated.

7.

Comments which could cause prejudice to minors will not be tolerated.

8.

Comments harassing or promoting harassment of a person, including, amongst others,
employees and authorized agents of TFO, as well as other website users, will not be tolerated.

9.

Comments contravening a government law, regulation, or ordinance; promoting false, misleading
or illegal information; encouraging illegal conduct; inciting violence; or being defamatory,
obscene, offensive, threatening, aggressive, or abusive in nature will not be tolerated.
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10.

Comments unrelated to the subject matter at hand or taking the form of a dialog or private
conversation between two or more users engaging with each other without consideration for other
users will not be tolerated.

11.

Although TFO allows the posting of hyperlinks leading to websites belonging to and/or controlled
by third parties, hyperlinks leading to websites that: promote false, misleading, or illegal
information; encourage illegal conduct; or contain defamatory, pornographic, obscene, offensive,
threatening, or abusive content or images will not be tolerated. TFO assumes no liability for any
content from websites belonging to and/or controlled by third parties.

12.

Comments written in capital letters or SMS language, as well as repeated comments, will not be
tolerated.

13.

Ads and comments posted to further commercial ends will not be tolerated in any way, shape or
form.

14.

TFO reserves the right to refrain from publishing comments written in a language other than
French or English.

15.

TFO reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to close a “Comments” section or any other section of
the website at any time, without notice.

16.

TFO reserves the right to modify these Rules of Netiquette at its sole discretion, without notice.

17.

If you do not wish to abide by these Rules of Netiquette, please refrain from posting comments.
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TERMS OF USE
In accordance with its mandate as a public broadcaster, TFO offers various content, in the public interest,
for information or leisure purposes. It also provides members of the public with a digital forum in which
to communicate ideas, comments, and creations, and to engage in community living through
interactive activities.
By navigating through TFO’s digital space, you agree to abide by the rules of use (link to the Terms of Use),
Netiquette, and any other law applicable to your navigation activities.
The rules are subject to change from time to time and you are invited to review them regularly:
THEY REPRESENT A CONTRACT BINDING YOU TO GROUPE MEDIA TFO.
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